
/HOW DOES IT WORK? 
‣ Any time a player is hit, the brain moves within the skull. When the brain reacts to the initial strike, it bounces 

around the skull and this can lead to a concussion. 
‣ Kato Collar’s unique design decelerates the head after impact by up to 30% and reduces the forces that are 

believed to cause concussions. 
‣ Kato Collar does not inhibit a player’s movements in any way, allowing for full active range of motion of the 

head and neck.  
‣ Our design also prevents burners and stingers, a common injury among football players. 

/PRODUCT INFORMATION 
‣ Kato Collar is available to purchase for $249 at guardianathletics.com.  
‣ Kato Collar is compatible with most shoulder pads that are adult-sized Large and up.  
‣ Deceleration pads are made of high energy absorption material. Initially, pads will be 1” thickness with other 

thicknesses available soon, allowing for ultimate player preference in fit. 
‣ Kato Collar is currently offered in black or white along with interchangeable black or white deceleration pads.   

/TESTING 
Kato Collar was tested at Chesapeake Labs in Belcamp, Maryland, a facility that performs impact tests on a variety of 
sports and military products. The biomechanical testing was done in the same manner that helmets are tested. Visit 
guardianathletics.com to see videos regarding the science behind Kato Collar.  

/ABOUT GUARDIAN ATHLETICS 
Based in Mankato, Minnesota, Guardian Athletics is an innovation-driven company built around the belief that there is 
a better way to approach football safety around concussions and other head and neck injuries. Founded in 2008, the 
company’s flagship product — Kato Collar — with its patented deceleration pads slows down a player’s head upon 
impact and keeps the brain from reaching those extreme points where injuries occur. For more information, visit 
guardianathletics.com.

/KATO COLLAR FROM GUARDIAN ATHLETICS 
Guardian Athletics, an innovation-driven sports company, announces the launch of the 
company’s Kato Collar, a new category of football equipment to enhance player safety. 
With its innovative design and technology, our collar — featuring patented deceleration 
pads — slows down a player’s head and neck upon impact and keeps the brain from 
reaching those extreme points where injuries occur. 

PROTECT / PERFORM / RECOVER 
1409 Riverfront Drive / Suite 201 / Mankato MN 56001 / 833-451-KATO
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